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● The session began with a warm welcome speech by Ranjini Ravi Iyer, event
coordinator, BMSCE IIC. Mr. Saumitra Kale, Director at Cisco, India, gave a brief
introduction about their organisation to the gathering and how they help students
connect and interact with industry experts. The session then proceeded to the
webinar.



● The speaker of the day Mr. Prasanna Banavara began the session by
highlighting the importance and scope of product design and its ever rising need
in all industries. Product designing is one of the fundamentally important aspects
of entrepreneurship that cannot be overlooked.

● Good designs offer clarity and express the product's function or service more
effectively and hence plays a very critical role.

● The speaker then began to elaborate and discuss the concepts that constitute
the Product Life cycle where he suggested that while developing a product, one
must keep a keen eye to the market and the product’s relativity and application
each day.

The speaker Mr. Prasanna Banavara stressed on the importance of the learning and
highlighted the positive experiences and growth that comes with exploration. The
speaker brought to the student’s notice the difference and growth in those who address
every problem with a new creative approach and those who don't.

The session then proceeded to discuss the Importance of Data Science and the BDR
system of product design: Breakdown and Reorder.The speaker also discussed the
concept of ‘Unit testing: Verification and Validation of the Product made. Under this
section the speaker stressed on the importance of being realistic and honest while



evaluating one’s product and its services while also highlighting the importance of
validation via customer feedback.

The session then moved to the topic of design for testability and manufacturability
where the speaker discussed in detail the concepts of error detection, error correction,
error prevention and error prediction.The speaker suggested that a wise method of
arriving at a solution would be by breaking complex problems into smaller parts and

integrate them after addressing each problem at a time. The session also covered in
depth the topics of content protection and security, remote testability, company service
and management and lastly, waste management.Throughout the session the speaker
drew from his experiences and observations and provided active solutions for the
students to better understand the concepts.

The session then proceeded to an interactive question and answer session, and ended
with the vote of thanks delivered by Kalp L Jain, student coordinator of BMSCE IIC.



● In conclusion, the webinar discussed in detail the overall structure of product
development and management and all the important aspects of this domain. The
event went smoothly and had active participation from all attendees. As a result
the event was a huge success.
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